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The Art Of Sensual Massage
Over two million people discovered the joy of easy relaxation and sensuality in Gordon Inkeles groundbreaking books The Art Of Sensual
Massage and The New Massage. 20 years later he has selected his all-time favourite massage techniques to provide a sensual feast of the
strokes that everyone loves. Written in a reassuring and intimate tone, lavishly illustrated and beautifully designed, The New Sensual
Massage ensures readers can start massaging in a single evening.
The art of American belly dancing was born in San Francisco, in the liberated 60s and 70s. Here, in rare footage, are the the great San
Francisco belly dancing pioneers shown at the height of their powers. At the heart of the film are four classic interpretations of the dance. Two
young dancers, Katarina and Taia, help each other through a first nightclub performance and deal with some of the social problems Belly
Dancers must face to practice their art form. We see Balladine actually teaching a class, filled with enthusiastic dancers. The great DeAnn
performs outside at San Franciscos historic Ferry Building, an unforgettable moment. She manages to balanceand rotatea sword on her
head, while keeping perfect time. The film concludes with an electrifying appearance by the incomparable Amina, the guru of San Francisco
belly dancing.
Reveals how sensual touch can be applied for a variety of benefits including enhanced sexuality, pregnancy relief, and reduced stress, and
explains how the sensual massage can contribute to more satisfatory relationships.
A positive role for the expectant father throughout a pregnancy - and after the birth. With an easy-to-learn programme and step-by-step
instructions presented in a layflat binding (so readers can massage direct from the book). Includes information on oils, settings, techniques
and pre-planned massages for every stage of the pregnancy - as well as strokes and massages designed to minimalise or sidestep common
pregnancy-related ailments.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Simplified Chinese edition of It's Not the Stork!: A Book About Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies, Families and Friends

A massage therapist teaches the art of touching and being touched in an illustrated guide that includes recipes for oils
and aromatherapy guaranteed to help partners rediscover one another
With over one million copies sold The Art of Sensual Massage is the world's most popular massage book.This edition is
packaged with more than three hours of video massage on three award winning DVDs: The Art of Sensual Massage,
Sensual Massage Made Simple and Sensual Massage Master Strokes. Readers can watch a stroke on screen then read
about it in the book and try it for themselves.
The Art of Sensual Massage
This is a video of pleasure, as warm and sensual as massage itself. Discover how to give pleasure with your hands. No
special ability is needed. No great knowledge of anatomy or unusual techniques. A warm quiet place and a bottle of
scented oil are all that are required to spread pleasure inch by inch. The award winning Classic Art of Sensual Massage
presents the most comprehensive, complete body massage available. It offers health, relaxation, sensuality and
pleasure. Step-by-step instructions guide you through a complete body massage. It's so easy you can start massaging in
one evening. Soothe away modern day stresses and experience new levels of strength, relaxation and well-being.
A basic, powerful sensual massage program in a handy guide. A quick guide to sensual massage with an easy-to-learn
step-by-step program for a complete body massage. Beautiful photos and graphics throughout make the book as
enjoyable to browse as it is to use. This handy guide is perfect as a romantic gift or travel companion. It's the easiest way
yet to learn the delightful art of sensual massage.
Warm up a luxurious massage oil, arouse the senses with seductive fragrances, and communicate desire with the
intimate, erotic act of massage. Full-color photos show how to work each area of the body, from the top of the head to the
tips of the toes, and turn any massage into a beautifully sensual experience. See how to set the scene with atmospheric
lighting and sound; master the strokes that will leave someone sighing with ecstacy; and use different textures and
sensations to enhance the massage, including fabrics, feathers, and ice cubes. Separate sections explain what’s just
right for pampering a man or a woman, and a sensual oils aromatherapy chart presents a variety of fragrant options to
choose from.
Sensual and erotic massage can restore the sparkle to a sexual relationship, or deepen one that’s already strong.
Thanks to this lavish, tastefully photographed guide--a longtime bestseller, back again with more color and even more
depth--all couples can enjoy this vital way of enriching their romantic life. It explains the difference between the sensual
and the erotic approach, and gives the basic skills, strokes, and techniques for both. Limb by limb, muscle by muscle, it
covers the entire body from the backs of the legs and arms to the shoulders and neck, from a spinal stretch to the toes. In
addition, lovers will appreciate the extra advice on setting the scene and enhancing the massage with aromatherapy,
shiatsu, acupressure, and reflexology.
In this newly revised edition of The Art of Sensual Loving, Dr. Andrew Stanway shows how a return to the pleasures of
courtship and romance, filtration and seduction, can greatly enhance a loving sexual relationship. With more than twentyfive years of clinical practice behind him, Dr. Stanway explores how couples today can achieve not only greater intimacy
in their relationships, but also be more innovative in their lovemaking. Subjects covered include attraction and courtship,
the art of seduction, the role of fantasy, sensual and erotic massage, understanding arousal, sex drives, and desire, and
how to create romantic opportunities. This fully illustrated, full-color volume celebrates the art of courtship anew as it
frankly discusses the issues of intimacy and commitment that all couples face. Practical suggestions regarding romantic
settings, the role of sex toys, and shared fantasies round out mature descriptions of detailed lovemaking techniques and
positions. The Art of Sensual Loving's latest edition confirms its status as a classic guide to greater sexual fulfillment for
couples.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place
for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
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everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Explains basic massage techniques that couples can use in conjunction with sexual intimacy, and discusses the benefits
of massage
Inkeles' original and legendary volume on the art of sensual massage, printed in its entirety and including a free
instructional DVD. Teaches readers hundreds of intimate massage techniques and includes sections on preparation,
materials and accessories. Building from relaxing massage through sensory massage to erotic massage, Inkeles takes
readers on a journey to a special kind of intimacy in this classic reference for lovers of all ages. Also contains an
appendix on the history of massage and instructions for building a massage table.
Beautifully optimized for ebook reading, Sensual Massage for Couples makes learning sensual massage easy.
Romantic, sensual and immensely relaxing, this is one of the world's best selling massage books. The book features a
full body massage--with step-by-step instructions for every part of the body from head to toes. You'll learn proven recipes
for pleasure that last a few minutes or linger for more than an hour. Special sections for stress control, erotic massage
and powerful massage techniques that will enhance an exercise program make this book an essential volume for anyone
interested in massage and drug-free relaxation. With literally hundreds of proven sensual massage techniques, the book
is both comprehensive and easy-to learn. Nothing in life will relax you more thoroughly than a well-executed full body
massage. Sensual Massage for Couples, was a Literary Guild selection for more than 8 years.
Learn how to practice the art of sensual massage, with yourself and/or a partner, with Press Here! Sensual Massage for
Beginners.
Packaged with The Art of Sensual Massage DVD by Gordon Inkeles, this easy-to-learn program of massage techniques
guides expectant parents every step of the way during pregnancy--from the first month through full recovery. Powerful
techniques for relaxation and stress control are featured on every page. Everything works as promised. You will be
massaging ten minutes after you bring the book home.The DVD shows you exactly how much pressure to use and which
rhythms work best. You'll use it for years after your pregnancy to bring sensual massage into your life.
Pocket-sized guide to performing sensual massage. Encourages intimacy through nurturing and exploring one another by
touch. Discusses techniques, creating mood and your own sacred space, which oils to use and how to use massage to
enrich a physical relationship. Includes bibliography.
From the author of the million-seller "The Art of Sensual Massage", comes a revolutionary product with the most effective
massage program ever. "Sensual Massage on a String" is a gorgeously photographed, shrink-wrapped deck of 60
laminated cards--with massage on BOTH sides. Readers can choose to learn a full body massage or focus on intensely
pleasurable strokes for any area from head to toe. Dozens of proven techniques for stress control, pregnancy, erotic
massage, relaxation and much more are included. Packed inside, two push pins and a length of elastic string make it
easy to hang--or spread out--cards anywhere.
DISCOVER THE ART OF INTIMACY WITH TANTRIC MASSAGE! Being touched by the hands of another is a
fundamental human need. In this book, discover the ancient, practice of Tantric massage and how it takes touch to a
whole new level. Through the ages, sensual massage has been a widely practiced form of intimate connection between
those who know its secrets. With a long and fascinating past, sensual massage is found all over the world, it secrets
delighting the initiated with a whole new level of touch. Tantric massage, especially, is an erotic font of mutual delight and
ecstasy. Science is now proving that the need to be touched is a vital part of our ability to communicate. In fact, touch is a
language that transcends all other forms of communicating. It needs no words. In these pages, you'll find out how your
hands can learn to speak it with eloquence and sensitivity, by connecting with Tantric massage. In this book, you'll be
initiated into the art of sensual massage and reading about: How the human sense of touch is the first we develop, in the
womb. The sometimes colorful history of sensual massage. Touch as a communicative superpower. The secrets of
ancient Tantric massage and the roles of Yoni and Lingam. The Japanese art of Nuru and other forms of sensual
massage, today. Male and female erogenous zones. Some handy helpers to enhance your sensual massage experience.
What makes the male prostate so super special. All about lubes and oils to make you Tantric massage experience even
better. Discover the eroticism of Tantric massage in this unique exploration of its sensual wonders. Deepen your sexual
IQ, by getting to know the wild world of sensual, Tantric massage; a world in which your fingers do the talking. Buy your
copy today!
T?ntr? i? ?n old h??ling technique which was formed m?n? ??nturi?? ago. It w?? f?rmul?t?d to release n?tur?l energy fr?m
within th? b?d? t? d??l with ?h??i??l ?nd emotional trauma. As a m?tt?r of fact, tantra i? ?r??ti??d in several w???. Tantric
??g?, t?ntri? ??x, t?ntri? m????g?, and t?ntri? m?dit?ti?n ?r? th? diff?r?nt t???? ?f tantra practiced in ?ur ???i?t? t?d??. It’s
not one of th??? ?rt? whi?h can b? m??t?r?d within a f?w days. It t?k?? ??v?r?l years ?r even d???d?? to ??rf?rm th?
different f?rm? ?f tantra with ??rf??ti?n. H?ving ??id that, it’? ????ibl? to learn b??i? t?ntri? m????g? t? ?r?vid?
pleasurable m?m?nt? to ??ur ??rtn?r. Let's get started!
Guide to using the sense of touch to enhance sexual relationships. Includes information on techniques for sensual massages to
improve lovemaking. Includes information on relaxing and invigorating your partner, releasing sexual tension, and the spiritual
aspects of sex. Indexed. From the author of 'Sensual Massage', 'Massage for Total relaxation' and 'Learn Massage in a Weekend'.
Packaged with Sensual Massage Made Simple an award winning 70 minute DVD by Gordon Inkeles, this revolutionary card deck
(with 60 double-sided cards, the equivalent of 120 pages) teaches sensual massage makes learning sensual massage easy! Book
pages can collect oil from the masseur's hands; videos require you to set up and handle expensive equipment during a massage.
These double sided, gorgeously illustrated cards are tough and covered by oil proofed lamination. Photos and illustrations are so
beautifully reproduced they seem almost three dimensional. An ingenious suspension system makes learning massage
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irresistable--and fun! The cards can either hang--as many as six at a time--from the included elastic cord and push pins or be
placed directly on your massage surface. Photos are museum quality reproductions, far beyond any book and instructions are
written in the same reassuring and intimate tone that made Gordon Inkeles the best selling massage author in the world. The deck
travels well. Slip it into your suitcase to make your next holiday an unforgettable sensual experience. It makes a perfect romantic
gift--especially for wedding showers and anniversaries!
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